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ABSTRACT

Current industry approaches for the durability assessment of metallic structures are briefly reviewed.
For polymer based composite structures it is suggested that new approaches must be adopted to include
memory or viscoelastic effects which could lead to delayed failures that might not be predicted using
current techniques. A durability or accelerated life assessment plan for fiber reinforced plastics (FRP)
developed and documented by the author and his colleagues over the last decade or so is reviewed and
discussed. Limitations to the plan are outlined and suggestions to remove the limitations are given.
These include the development of a f'mite element code to replace the previously used lamination theory
code and the development of new specimen geometries to evaluate delamination failures. The new
DCB model is reviewed and results of the author and others are presented. Finally it is pointed out that
new procedures are needed to determine interfacial properties and current efforts underway to determine
such properties are reviewed. Suggestions for additional efforts to develop a consistent and accurate
durability predictive approach for FRP structures is outLined.

INTRODUCTION

The procedure for assessing the durability of aerospace structures is well known and is based upon the
concept of crack initiation due to fatigue followed by a well defined period of slow crack growth prior
to catastrophic rupture [1]. With adequate da/dn testing it is possible to accurately estimate the length of
time necessary for rupture and this knowledge, coupled with proper prototype inspection procedures to
monitor thegrowth of cracks,providesinformationsuch thata structuralcomponent can be takenout of

sexvicebeforeunsafeconditionsoccur. Durabilityconcexns forpolymeric structuresnotonly include

fatigue and subsequent crack growth but must also allow for the possibility of creep rupture due to the
intrinsic viscoelastic or time dependent nature of the material. For such materials, crack growth due to

fatigue is also affected by the viscoelastic nature of the material. As a result, assessing the durability of
polymers is a much more difficult task than that for metals.



also affected by the viscoelastic nature of the material. As a result, assessing the durability of

polymers is a much more difficult task than that for metals.

Damage accumulation in laminatedcomposites,regardlessof whether due to fatigueor

creep rupturecaused by viscoelasticeffects,does not occur by the formationof a singlewell

defined crack. Rather, multiple damage processes occur simultaneouslyto give a damaged

region which does not lend itselfto an easy assessment of a criticalsize beyond which

catastrophicrupture willoccur. Ifthrough cracks transverseto the fiber do occur,da/dn and

standardslow crack growth methods do work under certainconditions[2].However, inmany

casesthedamage and orcrack growth which occursisrelatedtomatrixdominated failuremodes

ratherthanfiberbreakage.Man'ix crackingorcrazing,fibermatrixdebonding and delaminations

are examples of failure modes associated with the matrix and hence viscoelastic or time

dependent processes. An illustration of a viscoelastic failure is shown in Figure I which gives

the result of a tensile test on a [+45] crossply G/E laminate with a centrally located circular hole

loaded under fLxcd grip conditions [3]. That is, several specimens were loaded under

displacementcontroltodifferentloadlevelsatwhich thegripswere thenfLxedtogiveaconstant

overalldeformation. As may be observed,theappliedstressrelaxessignilicanflyas afunction

of time. Interestingly,a relaxation-to-failurephenomena was observed and was due to the

interactionof damage evolutionand the viscoelasticresponse of the material.That is,small

micru-crackscould be observed around the holeand quiteapparcndy were presentinallplies.

Thus, because of themulti-phasenatureof the material,cracksin internalpliescould actually

grow and rupturecould occur as the load relaxedunder fixedgripconditions.Obviously, the

same phenomena could occur even iftherewere fibersin theprincipleloaddirections.

Indusu7 approaches to durabilityof composite structuresis largelyrelatedto fatigue

concerns associatedwithfiberdominated failuremodes. Matrix dominated modes asdescribed

above areevaluatedthrough extensivetestingprograms under simulatedenvironmental or life

cycletestingon coupons, components and largersectionsof theactualprototypesu'ucturc.For

presentaircraftcomposite structuralcomponents (mostly low stressedsecondarystructure),the

procedure used does lead to safe systems. Aerospace companies in cooperationwith NASA

arc now planning for a new high speed civiliantransport"(HSCT) which willcontainlarge

amounts ofFRP materialsoperatingatspeeds as high as Mach 3.2 withresultingtemperatures

on thetmlcrof700"E Some of theskinsurfacesas weU asenginecomponents willbe operating

attheseextreme temperatures. New polymeric materialsarcbeing developed thatpotentiaUy

can operateatthesetemperatures,atleastforlimitedtimes. Of courseitwould be desirableto

have FRP materialwhich could survivetheentiredesignlifetimeof 60,000 hours.Most likely,

howev_, inspectionand replacement ofFRP partswillof necessityoccur.Inaddition,because

of thevery largenumber of FRP partswith many differentlayupsor fiberdirections,itwould

be especiallyuseful to have analytical and experimental acceleratedlifetinm(dumbih'ty)

predictionprocedures which would allow tlmdesignengineertodeumnin© inadvan_ thelikely
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time at which components should be replaced and to assist inspection procedures by identifying

critical areas for regular inspection. The present paper outlines an approach developed by the

author and his associates over the last decade or so which attempts to accomplish this objective

for failures due to the viscoelastic nature of the polymeric matrix for FRP materials.

20

16

2a/w = 0.25 -IN

Figure 1. Delayed or Time Dependent Fracture of [ -t- 45"]43 T300/934 G/E with Circular
Holes

Equally important to a predictive approach is the development of test specimen geometries

and measurement methods to evaluate material properties and to determine if new candidate

materials are durable. Recent and current efforts in this direction will also be addressed.

Accelerated Life Prediction Plan

Obviously itis not feasible to conduct tests to determine viscoelasticcompliance or failure

pmlymies ofFRP materialsover theintendeddesignlifetimeof a structure.Thereforeamethod
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is needed to extrapolate data developed from short term (a few hours or days) tests to long term

(months or years) design information. The procedure we have used is based upon the principle

that various factors such as temperature, stress, moisture, etc. accelerate deformation processes

Short-term
compibmce tests
D(t,a,T,M,-)

J(t, a, T, M, - )

Short-term failure
fracture testa

_a, t T, M, - )

Constitutive modd
TTSMSP.
SChalm_T,

Knatm o... )

Long.term
analytical model
for master curve

Lo_11-tem
anai_ical modet for

delayed fallureffracture

i Predictioa for specimen Iother than property tests

_minsfion theoryfinite element method...

i Prmm3_pe predictiom 1

Figttre 2. Schematic Of Durability Prediction Procedure

inpolymer based materials.For example, the same deformation eventsthatoccur only over a

longtimeatalow tcmperamx'cwilloccur inamuch shortertimeintervalata highertemperature.

A schematic of the analyticaland experimental plan [4]we have used isshown in Figure 2.

Shortterm creep testsareperformed on tensilecoupons of the unidirectionalmaterialwiththe

tensileload or coupon axisin the fiberdirection,transverseto the fiberdirectionand atten

degreestothe fiberdirection.These are then fittedwith a viscoelasticconstitutiveand failure

model which allows the extrapolation of the short term data to the long term. Such a procedure

is analogoustothe well known time-temperature-stress-superposifion-principle(TTS SP) which
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has been used for many years to produce "master curves" for polymers which extend over many

decades of time using only short term data. The long term information so obtained can now be

included in a computational model such as laminated plate theory or a finite element code and

predictions of the degradation of moduli (compliances) and or failure times of arbitrary laminates

can now be accomplished [4-10].

Constitutive and Failure Models

The approach briefly described above is based upon the development and use of viscoelastic

constitutive and failure laws which accurately represent the shifting process of constructing

long term master curves from short term creep tests conducted at different temperatures or stress

levels. Experience has determined that some deformation modes of the FRP examined to be

non-linear. As a result the majority of our recent efforts have used the following single integral

non-linear viscoelastic relation between stress and strain.

, , d(g2o)dt,
e'(t)=g°D°°+g_ fo D(W-V)_ (I)

where

f0 tdI"_1/- --
ae

is a reduced time parameter, £ is the strain, _ is the stress, t is time, and D is the linear viscoelastic

compliance. In (1), g., gt, g2 and ao are non-linear parameters which must be determined by

experiment. In the event that g., gt, gz, ao = 1, the relation then reduces to the usual representation

for linear viscoelastic materials. This form of a single integral equation was first introduced by

Schapery [ 11] and was developed on the basis of irreversible thermodynamic considerations.

In his efforts and much of our work with composites, a power law was used to represent the

compliance D(t). In such an approach, the additional parameters of the power law coefficient

and exponent are introduced which again must be determined by experiment. Procedures for

finding all parameters are well established and have been applied to a number of different types

of composites [ 12]. Tuttle [ 13] performed a very careful error analysis which concluded that

small errors in evaluating the power law exponent may result in large errors using equation (1)

to extrapolate short term data more than one or two orders of magnitude on a log time scale.

Hiel [ 12] has shown that these errors can be somewhat minimized by using a generalized power

law. However, there is no question that attempting to fit the compliance with a single expression

such as the power law likely introduces substantial errors for extrapolation to the very long term

(perhaps years) needed for engineering design. For this reason, our more recent efforts [14] as

well as that of others [15] has focused on the use ofa prony series to represent the compliance.

Equation (1) can be thought of as a mathematical representation of the time-temperature-
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stress-superposition-principle. For short term tests at various temperatures but at constant stress

level, long term master curves can be represented very effectively. The same can be said for

short term tests at various stress levels but at a constant temperature. Quite obviously, however,

other parameters such as moisture effects the aging of the polymeric matrix and need to be

included in any rational plan to extrapolate short term data to long times. By associating the

time scale shift factor, a_, with free volume, Knauss [16] developed a procedure by which

temperature, moisture and stress and their interrelation can be incorporated directly into the

process of developing long term master curves from short term data. In our efforts to understand

the effect of moisture on adhesive bonding this approach has been taken [17].

Perhaps at this point it is appropriate to note that there are many other possible

representations for the relation between stress and strain for a viscoelastic material other than

that given by equation (1). However, the Schapery and Knauss approaches arc easily extended

to three dimensions as is needed for detailed computations using either laminated plate theory

or the t-mite clement method. Further, they are f'mnly based upon concepts of irreversible

thermodynamics as well as the observed behavior of a number of polymeric systems. More

importantly, the approach can be easily applied to composites, adhesives or any polymer based

system.

The failure process for polymer based materials is accelerated by the same parameters of

temperature, stress, moisture, etc. as is the compliance or modulus. However, there is no accepted

method of forming long term failure master curves from short term data but, needless to say,

performing long term delayed failure tests for each possible composite layup over the intended

life of a material would not allow the use of new materials in a reasonable time span. Further,

time dependent failure theories are rare, especially for composite materials. Thus, we have

elected to consmact an" ad hoc" or modified Tsai-Hill orthotropic time dependent failure criterion

to be used for individual lamina which can be writmn as,

i + _ = I (2)
[X(t,)l2 IX(t,)]2 [r(t,)]2 IS(t,)]2

where theterms inthe denominator arethe axial,transverseand shearstrengthsexpressedas a

functionof time foran individuallamina. For lamina or unidirectionalmaterialswe have used

several time dependent failurelaws to representX, Y and S. For SMC (sheetmolding

compound), Cartner [18]used acriteriasuggestedby Crochet while DilIard[19]and I-Iiel[12]

usedaZurkoffand aReiner-Weisinbergcriteriarespectivelyforcontinuousfibergraphite/epoxy

composites. A complete descriptionof theirapproaches can be found inthe citedreferences.

Sufficeitto say here that,while such a techniquecan be used to estimatethe failuretime for

individualpliesin a laminateand hence the failuretime for a generallaminate,the approach

isempiricalatbestand givesonly acrude guess of the time tofailure.

The acoelerat_ lifeira:dictionapproach discussed above has been used for matrix
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dominated in-plane failures [ 19] with reasonable success but the method does not work well

for fiber dominamd modes nor out-of-plane matrix dominated modes. A damage evolution

procedure as presented by others in the currant volume is more highly developed and would be

thepreferredapproach atthepresenttime. Obviously, such an approached couldbe incorporated

into the predictivemethodology outlinedinFigure 2.

1.0

0.9

o.s
8

I 0.70.6

Figure 3.

0.0 1.0 2.0

LOG TIME ( min )

Transverse or D_ Compliance of T300/934 as a Function of Time and
Temperature

Typical Results

The procedures outlinedabove have been used and evaluated extensivelyfor two types of

graphim/epoxy composites (T300/934 and T300/$208). In theformer alargeamount oftesting

oftheresin,unidirccrionalmamrialsand variousroan'ixdominated laminateshas been completed

and reported[12-14,19].For example, Figure3 shows thetransversecompliance,D_, resulting

from the shortterm creep response of 2"300/934 atvarioustemperatures[12]. This dam was

used toform the"I'rSPmaser curve shown inFigure 4 by the solidtriangles.The solidlineis

the analytical representation of the master curve using equation 1. Obviously, the ma_ema_cal

model can be used to exlrapolate data about two orders of magnitude quite accurately. Similar

tests were performed on thesame mamrial ata constant temperature but at various su'ess levels

and TS SP master curves were again fined with equation I. Again, it was shown that the approach

allowed an accunm cxuapolation of appmxima_y two orders of magnitude [12, 20]. Inifial/y

the following conclusions were drawn for I"300/934 lamina,
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• The short term bulk resin response was linearly viscoelastic,

• The short and long term axial compliance, DI. was linearly elastic.

• The short term transverse compliance, D_, was linearly viscoelastic.

• The short term shear compliance, S_. was strongly non-linearly viscoelastic.

When the u'ansverse compliance TTSP master curve [ 12] represented by the solid triangles

of Fign_ 4 were compared to an earlier master curve [20], shown also in Figure 4 by the open

circles, it was discovered that the material, while linear on the basis of the short term tests, was

very definitely non-linear if comparisons were made using the developed master curves valid

for a time scale of about a week. Subsequent testing of a new bulk resin, FM 300, often used

in adhesive applications confn'med this result [21]. Thus, it would appear that short term creep

testing only as a function of temperature may lead to erroneous conclusions and non-conservative

results as illustrated by the data in Figure 4. It suggests that the transition from linear to non-linear

behavior is also a function of the stress level. That is, at sufficiently high stress levels, polymer

based composites are non linear even for very short creep time as we might expect but, for very

low stress levels, non-linearity is not apparent except over very long times. Thus, if design is

accomplished using only short term data at low or moderate stress levels, non-conservative

results are likely to occur. The conclusion is that creep testing should be accomplished with

unidirectional materials at a large number of stress, temperature, moisture, etc. levels in order

to be sure that proper mathematical models (linear or non-linear) are being used in design.

Turtle [13] and Gramoll [14] have used the procedures outlined above to evaluate the

response of T300/5208 graphite/epoxy and Kevlar 49/Fiberite 7714A epoxy laminates. Tu_le

conducted very careful long term tests of about three months duration and verified that the

accelerated prediction plan works well to predict response over this time scale within the

limitations of the mathematical model. His results does indicate that the use of a power law to

fit the linear viscolelastic compliance will likely lead to substantial errors in predicting response

for times more than two orders of magnitude longer than the measured short term data. Gramoll

modified the incremental time dependent lamination theory algorithm in the plan shown in

Figure 2 and also made very careful measurements to predict the long term response of

glass/epoxy laminates from short time data. Unlike graphite/epoxy laminates, not surprisingly,

he found that the axial compliance, Dtt, to be time dependent or viscoelastic. Again, he was

able to well predict matrix dominated laminate creep behavior for a period of time about two

orders of magnitude longer than the short term lamina data. Examples of the comparison between

prediction and experiment are shown in Figure 5.
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Hgtuc 4. Comparison of Transverse Compliance Versus Time forModcrate (2.76Ksi) (19

Mpa) and High (5.18Ksi = 35.7 Mpa) Stresses

Limitations

Thc basicplanoutlineabove and shown inFigure 2 has been shown tobe an exccIIcntapproach

forthe accclcrawA lifeor durabilitypredictionsof those deformation events caused by the

viscoelasticbehav/orofthepolymeric matrix.That isin-planeroan'ixdominated timedependent

deformations arc wcU predictedby thisapproach within the limitationsof the mathcmancal

models used. There isno doubt in the author'smind thatimprovements to the mathematical

constitutiveand failuremodels such as extensiontolargedeformations,rotationsand strainsas

well as the use of a prony scricsto fitthc linearviscoelasticcomptiancc would allow the

cxurapolaxionsncccssaryforrealisticdesign.Howcvcr, most composites arccuncndy designed

tobe fiberch3minatcdor tohave fibersinthcmajor principlcload dLmctionsand thc )_v,i,_tlon

theorycomputational procedure currentlyused on our predictionsalsotendstoemphasize fiber

dominated properties.Thus, as long as fibersare present in the directionsof the principle

externalloads,cxpericncchas shown thatour pmccdurcs indica_ time dependent faihueswill

occur only if fibers fail. This leads to very long failure times cspcciatly when graphite fibers

are present and, unfommately, does not rel_esent some of the faihu_ modes that are mere likely

to occur in a short timv. Such modes arc related to the failurc of [he macix which is mint likcly

tooccur atthe fn:cedge of a composite plate, at bolu:d or bonded joints or at any time out of

pbne de_zmalima m'e _y. Thus, it now _ th_ suong comidezsfiou should bo given
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Figure 5. Numerical Prc_ctions and Actual Test Results

tothe development of both analyticaland experimental techniquesthatcan properlyquantify

and model out of plane deformations which willleadto time dependent delarninationfailures.

Itistheopinion of thisauthorthatboth moisture effectsand fibermatrixeffectswillbe of great

importance in properlyevaluatingout-of-planefailuresby delamination.The next sectionwill

outlinea specimen geometry which itisfeltwillbe usefulin evaluationthe effectsof stress,

temperatureand moisture on delamination faLIuresand may alsoprove usefulin providingan

approach toquantifyply debonding and/orassociatedtibermatrixdebonding properties.The

analyticalapproach to design composite structuresof necessity,itisfelt,willbe a fullythree

dimensionalfiniteelement procedure. Much progresshas alreadybeen made inthedevelopment

of a FE code NOVA (Nonlinear ViscoelasticAnalysis)which incorporatesboth theSchapery

and Knauss constitutivemodels and the Reiner Weisenberg failurelaw [22]. A unique stress

assistedmoisture diffusionmodel developed by Lefvebvrc [17] isincludedin NOVA which

permitsa solutionfor a coupled moisture-stressboundary value problem. The approach has

been used principaUyformetallicadhesivelybonded jointsbutcan be used toanalyzecomposite

structuresor adhesivelybonded composite/metallicstructures.

Itshould be pointed out thatnew techniquesand procedures arcemerging which could

greatlysimplifytheprocess of developing master curves or ofextrapolatingshort-termdata to

the long-term. For example, Brinson [15] has shown thatmulti-phaserwt,_'A]xsuch as

composites ax_ thcrmorheologicallycomplex ratherthan th_eologically simple and that

mum' curvesoverthe entireresponsedomaincannot be developed in the usual mm_. Size
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has shown, however, that proper master curves can be found knowing only the viscoelastic

response of the separate phases provided that interracial properties arc known. Very likely,

these new methods could be adapted to the techniques described herein.

A DCB SPECIMEN GEOMETRY FOR PURE SHEAR DEFORMATIONS

As indicated in the last section, it is felt that most premature time dependent failures arc related

tomatrixdominated deformation modes and thebulk ofthesearerelatedtodclaminationswhich

occur due tothedevelopment of out-of-planestressesatfreeboundaries,ply drop-offlocations

andat boltedoradhesively bonded connections.The Double CantileverBeam Specimen (DCB)

shown inFigure6a has long been used m determine thefracturetoughnessassociatedwithmode

Idelaminationsof both composite and adhesivelybonded structures.However, more recendy

Bradley and others have used thisspecimen to gain insightto mode II delaminations of

composites [23] where the loadingisas shown in Figure 6b. Brinson, Moussiaux and Cardon

[24]have shown thatthesame specimen can be used effectivelytodeterminethe shearmodulus

and fracturepropertiesof adhesive jointswhen no crack isincluded attheend. The following

sectionsdescribethislatteruse and introducesa new measurement procedure toquantifyinsitu

mechanical propertiesusing the DCB specimen.

!
P

'P / IPZ2
/
/
/
//
/
/t
/

]

a) Mode ILoading b) Mode IILoading

Figure 6. Double CantileverBcarn for Modes I and IIDclamination Studies

DCB Specimen for Adhesive Shear Property Determination

Moussiaux[24]developedanelementarystrengthofmaterialssolutionforstressdistribution

inthe adhesive layerof the beam shown inFigure 6b but without a crackattheend. The state

of stressisshown to be pure shear and isgiven by the followingequation,

P
[I - cosh_xty+ tanha sinh _xty] (3)

"c.= bTZ(h + 2t)

when:
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"_= _'t, a: = _ (l/h )2
(1 4- 2

t/h )2, _z = I +
1

t/h 3 (1 + 2 tlh) z

anti when: x_ is the in-plane shear stress, P is the applied load. E and G arc the Young's modulus

of the adhcxcnd and the shear modulus of the acLhcsive layer respectively, I is the beam lcngtk,

h is the adlm_mithickness, b is the specin_n width andt is the adhesive thickness. By opamizing

the specimen dimensions, the shear stress can be rna_ to be indcl_ndcnt of the _s E

and G and the shear sucss becomes nearly uniform over the entire the entire length of the

specimen. This _ is convenient for exticrimcnilil investigations as _ shear sixcss

can be calculascd with only knowledge of the load magnitude and the specimen dimensions

ancL therefore, by mcaStLring tim=shear su'ain in the adhesive layer, the shear modulus can mmly

be determined. The non-dimcnsionaliz_ stress dismbulion is given in Figuic 7 for scverliJ

vllucs of the paramcicr ix. Also shown in Figure 7 is a comparison of the stress as given by

equation (3) and that obtained using the finite ctea_nt code NOVA discussed briefly previously.

As may be observed excellent agreement is obtained except near the end whc_ the size and

aspect ratio of the elements become important. With a sufficient number of elcmcnu the

perturbations from uniformity would be _ and occur only over a very small region.

However, a discontinuity must occur in tim finite element approach at the end because of the

imbalance of stresses at the interface between the adhercnd and the adhesive.

I+L//i lt/ 
I Z --Mmmaux • a. alt?x a.lm !

,. -- lwt,t_llouillA 13 iS• Li3. I

0 tUI

911r_ x I I._lOlm

Figure 7. _ofDCB Slm_Sm_l flx__IndNOVA AmdFlm
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where

Moussiaux alsoobtaineda solutionfortheend deflectionof thebeam tobe.

e-t
5-_ (4)

2.kb(h + t) _

{{ [" ;]}
anti all other quantities are as previously defined. Deflections as given by equauon (4) were

compared with those of NOVA and are shown in Figure 8. Quite obviously the elementary

solution is quite _curate and the end deflection can be used as a means of determining

adhesive shear modulus.

Zi°"

0 U LII

DIBTANCIg, X 1 LgNwrll

Figure8. Comparison of DCB End Defelectionfrom Moussianx and NOVA Anatyms

Ficr[25]performedan opdmiz,_ionstudytodeterminetheappropriatebeam dimensions

formaking both strainand deflectionmeastuementstodeterminetheadhesiveshe,_nmdulns

for different classes of adhesives. She also performed e_u to vafid_ thz thzoW

repmx_nted by Equations (3) and (4) u_g ahm_num and stud beams bonded with both

_ tm epoxy_s_es. _gm 9 _-_ t_ _ of theorymt _
_ mm mmm_mm wlt_t_ _,t _ m_Fi_ t0 __ compm__
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theoryand experiment usingend deflections.As can be observed,closecorrelationwas obtained.

Moussiaux's analysisassumes thatboth the adhesive and the adhercnd islinearelastic,

but the solutioncan be extended quiteeasilym thaton a linearviscoelasticadhesive and an

elasticadherend using the correspondence principle.The realvalue of theapproach may be its

extensiontothenon-linearviscoelasticcasewhere itisfeltthatitwould be possibletodevelop

a relativelysimple but accuram closed form solution.This specimen should then become very

usefulinevaluatingthe pure shearpropertiesof non-linearviscoelasticmaterials.

&

O,N

0 I0 20 0 I0 20

LOAD P (Ib) LOAD P (lh)

Figure 9. Comparison of Bond Line Strainsfrom

Theory (Symbols) and Experiment (SolidLine)

Figm-c I0. Comparison of End Deflection

from Theory (Symbols) and Experiment
(SolidLine)

Moussiaux has adapted the solution for the circumstance with three layers of unequal

thickness between the two adherends raising the interesting possibility of evaluating interfacial

properties under pure mode II loading [26].

It should be noted, of course, that the results of this section, while developed for a DCB

(cantilever beam), can also be used to evaluate the stresses, strains and deflections in a beam

in three point bending. Thus. the entire experknental procedure is greatly simplified, and it is

suggested that the me, asumment of ra'alns or deflecuons in a three point bend specimen might

represent a useful test for industry in screening _ m evaluate relative durability of new

n_edals from a _ _'creep sumdpoint. It should also be poinmtout tha_ dlis approach
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isvery differentfrom theusual shortbeam sheartestas the equationsarc differentand,infact,

the beam no longer needs to be short (see references[24-25] for a discussionof optimum

dimensions).

DCB Specimen for FlIP Mode II Delamination Studies

Hicl [27]has developed a solutionforthicklaminatedcomposite platesusing a method of Blot

[28]which issimilarto the approach taken by Moussiaux. He has demonstrated thatsimple

closed-formsolutionsareobtained forinterlaminarshear stressesand platedeflections.He has

alsoshown thathis solution,and thatof Moussiaux, are in close agreement for the case of a

bonded beam as well as each agreeingwith measurements of deflectionsby others.

As indicatedearlier,Bradley [23]has used the DCB specimen shown inFigure6 (orits

threepointbend counterpart)to study the mode IIfracturebehavior of a modified epoxy resin

and two graphite/epoxylaminates,one with a rubber toughened matrix and one with a brittle

matrix. His effortshave produced interestingobservationsabout the fracturemechanisms

associatedwith crack growth for both modes Iand II.As describedinthe nextsection,he has

developed a unique technique to measure the strainsbetween pliesdirectlyin the form of a

crack inascanning electronmicroscope (SEM). As aresult,he has been abletodirectlymeasure

fractureenergies associatedwith a pure shear stressfieldin frontof a dclaminationbetween

pliesand to compare the relativefractureenergies of brittleand rubber toughened matrix

materials.

A New Measurement Technique for the In-Situ Measurement of Local Interlaminar
Shear Properties

Quite obviously,themeasurement of beam orplatedeflectionsusing theanalyticalapproaches

describedabove leadsto a simple techniquetoevaluatethe pure shear propertiesof adhesives

or composites and representsan expedientpossibleapproach for industrytouse inevaluating

the creep or viscoelasticbehavior of new materials,and, hence, estimatingtheirdurability.

However, itwould be beneficialtohave ameasurement method which coulddeterminethelocal

interlarninartensileand shear strainsbetween pliesor in the adhesive layerbetween bonded

parts.This would leadtoa more directdeterminationof therelationbetween stressand strain

and would be the preferredmethod for the non-linearviscoelasticcase. Bradley [23] has

developed a new measttrcmcnt procedure to accomplish this result on in-sire measurements in

an SEM. The approach uses the electron gun of the SEM to burn a small hole in the gold

palladium coating normally placed on a composite to be able to observe features in the SEM.

A series of holes or a "dot map" is placed on the surface of a composite over the region of

interest.The relativelocationsof the dots beforeand afterdeformation aredetermined using

an image analysissystem which provides thenecessaryinformationtodeterminestrainfields.

If the stress field is also known using the analyses described herein, then a simple method is

now available to determine local properties. In his efforts to date, Bradley has used holes of
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aboutone micron diameter and a spacing of about 5-10 microns. However, he has demonstrated

that it is possible to make holes (actually, smM! busters, in this case) of about 1/10th of a micron

in diameter in a spacing of about 1/2 micron. Currently, Bradley and the author are collaborating

to attempt to make even smaller dots with an even smaller spacing. This approach is being used

to measure the strains in an adhesively bonded butt joint (poker chip or button specimen) at the

juncture of the adhesive and adherend at the free edge. As is well known, a singular stress field

exists at this location due to the mismatch in material properties. By using a very small dot

map, it is felt that there is the possibility of measuring the strength of the singular zone and,

perhaps, obtaining an estimate of the properties of the interphase layer. If the approach is

successful, then it is anticipated to next measure the interlaminar strain fields in laminated beams

and plates and to use the analysis in the previous section to determine the pure shear stress fields.

Thus, an approach is at hand to directly measure interlaminar shear properties, perhaps even in

the interphase region for either bonded metallic/composite plates or between fiber and resin.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An approach developed by the author and his colleagues to determine the life (durability) of an

FRP structure due to the intrinsic viscoelastic response of the individual lamina has been

presented. The approach is based upon the use of analytical models to extrapolate short-term

compliance data to the long-term, or to fit master curves as developed using

time-temperature-stress-moisture-superposition-procedures. It has been shown that non-linear

viscoelastic constitutive approaches are essential in order not to have non-conservative

predictions. Both the Schapery and the Knauss analytical approaches have been embedded in

a lamination theory (VCAP) and a finite element (NOVA) computational method to determine

the response of laminated composite structures. Experimental data was presented which verifies

that the constitutive models can be used to extrapolate data about two orders of magnitude with

good accuracy. Further, the incremental computational approach using the lamina master curves

give a good prediction of actual laminate response for matrix dominated deformation modes.

This has been verified for graphite/epoxy and kevlar/epoxy structures.

Limitations to the predictive approach are given, and it was pointed out that the procedures

work well for in-plane matrix dominated deformation modes but not for out-of-plane modes

such as delaminations associated with free edges, connections, ply drop-offs, etc. For that

reason, it is suggested that the NOVA finite element computation approach needs to be fm'dter

developed to handle out-of-plane loading modes.

A new DCB specimen was introduced which provides a simple procedure to determine

interlaminar shear and fracture properties for bonded beams and thick composite plates.

Comparisons between the new theory, NOVA, and experimental measurements were given. It

was pointed out that the same approaches could bc used for adhesively bond¢_I or composim
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plates in three point bending and would avoid the controversy surrounding the short beam shear

test. As such, the new method would represent a simple approach for industry to use as a means

of assessing the relative merits of new materials with regard to durability caused by the intrinsic

viscoelastic response of the resin.

A new method to measure or quantify local interlaminar strains was briefly described.

The method has been used by others to determine the interlaminar fracture energies associated

with modes I and II delaminations. The technique is currently being used to attempt to quantify

the singular strain field in a button or poker chip specimen and perhaps to gain insight to the

determination of the mechanical properties of the interphase region between adhesive and

adherend or fiber and resin.

The basic scheme as outlined in Figure 2 has been shown to be valid for estimating the

durability of FRP structures as related to viscoelastic effects for in-plane loadings. By

incorporating information for mode I and mode I1delamination, as obtained from the new DCB

specimen, it is felt that out-of-plane failures can now be estimated quite well, but that remains

to be illustrated. It is certainly necessary to also include in our computational and experimental

investigations fatigue crack or damage growth procedures as discussed by others in the current

volume. The author is convinced that this can be accomplished in a reasonable time frame and

that a procedure is at hand by which an engineer can, at the moment of initial design, estimate

the life of composite component parts and thereby provide a rational basis for their timely

removal from service using careful inspection procedures such that composite structures will

indeed be durable.
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